Dear delegates of the 7th HHHS MUN UNICEF,
We, your co-presidents, are more than honored and enthusiastic to welcome you to the 7th
annual HHHSMUN UNICEF committee. In this MUN conference, it is a privilege for us to be
given the opportunity to be your presidents to tackle two recent topics that are vital for the
international agenda. Our enthusiasm and high expectations can't be viable; we believe that your
contribution is a pillar to a lasting voyage that we shall endeavor.
My name is Ghida Khalifeh, a 15 year old junior, and this year I have the honor to be one
of your co-president for the UNICEF committee. I have been a part of the MUN program since 8th
grade and my journey began as I found my passion towards the unlimited world of debating and
public speaking. I have taken a part in several MUN conferences nationally and participated in
different committees such as HRC, PBC, ECOSOC, and ICRC and each has left a permanent mark
in my heart and mind. Throughout these three years, MUN has built my confidence drastically and
improved my leadership, research, and cooperation skills. It widened my knowledge about all the
issues happening in the world and it gave me the ability to gain a wider perception as well. I mostly
spend my free time reading fictional novels. I love to travel and explore new places in addition to
swimming. One of my goals is to be a UNICEF goodwill ambassador in the future, and being one
of the presidents in this committee is one step closer to achieving it. My aim for this conference is
to pass my experience and love for MUN to the delegates and influence them and make them
believe in their potentials.
I am DimaHijazi and I will be one of your co-presidents for UNICEF. It’s my pleasure to
welcome you to the 7th annual HHHSMUN conference. I am a 16 year old junior. MUN is by far
one of my favorite co-curricular activities. I believe that my interest in political and humanitarian
issues was a pillar for me during my MUN experience. Over the past 3 years, I have participated
in 7 national MUN conferences (in WHO, SC, UNHCR, C-43, UNESCO, WFP, and GA3) but my
journey doesn’t end here. According to me, MUN has changed my life completely and throughout
it I learnt various skills including debating, and problem solving skills. In most of my free time I
read books about technology, and recently I am into programming. My co and I believe that the
topics that we decided upon are very interesting and debatable so we are hoping you prepare very
well and come up with creative resolutions since it’s going to be a very energetic conference. My
aim throughout this conference is to nurture the love for MUN in each and every one of you. I am
counting on making this conference one of the most memorable ones.
As a final point, we urge you as delegates to do research about your country and its position,
prepare debatable questions, and come up with creative resolutions. As for your opening speeches,
the speech must include your country’s position to the topic, true and validated facts, suggested
resolution/s, and the delegate’s own touch. Noting that the committee entails two topics, delegates
are responsible to research and prepare both topics equally. One more advice is to avoid any types
of plagiarism because we as Dias members believe in honesty and integrity. Moreover, researching
about your country’s stances is not enough so we encourage you as delegates to research about the
other countries as well to identify your country’s allies and enemies. We wish from all delegates
to remain in character during the conference.

Lastly, we highly encourage each delegate to be active and participate since the knowledge
and skills attained in MUN will forever be carried with you in your future such as research, public
speaking, teamwork, leadership and thousands more. We hope UNICEF overseen by us will be a
really enjoyable and fruitful experience since we highly believe that we are going to enjoy it to a
great extent. If you’re in UNICEF, you’re a lucky delegate. Finally, we congratulate you for taking
a step closer to your life-changing experience. Looking forward to meeting you!
Sincerely,
Your most thrilled and distinguished co-presidents
GhidaKhalifeh and DimaHijazi

